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Joshua Rock  
Vice President of Operations and Security 

 

Education 
  >     Bachelor of Technical Management, DeVry University (Minor in 

Criminology) 
 
Key Areas of Expertise 
> Program Development and Performance Management  
> Strategic Planning and Process Improvement 
> Budget Management   
> Curriculum Development  
> Investigations and Intelligence Collection 

 
Relevant Experience 
> Program Manager, overseeing the execution of federal 

contracts supporting numerous Gov agencies 
> Program policy development and implementation 

 

Mr. Joshua Rock is an invaluable asset to ARMADA, combining extensive security expertise with strong 
leadership and communication skills. His diverse experience and dedication to ethical practices make him 
a trusted advisor and security professional. Mr. Rock brings a wealth of knowledge in security and training 
allowing him to provide comprehensive guidance and solutions for clients.  
 
With 24 years under his belt, Mr. Rock is a passionate leader with a deep understanding of the 
complexities of Government and DoD contracting. Throughout his career, he has consistently achieved 
outstanding results as a program manager, overseeing key contracts for the USAF, DIA, DOJ, USN, and 
DOS. He is a skillful security specialist and leader with extensive capabilities gained through time served 
in the U.S. Army and as a government contractor working in theaters of operation comprising of 
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Oman, Kuwait, Iraq, and Jordan. Mr. Rock has staffed and supervised numerous 
security and protection details domestically and internationally as well as led the design efforts on 
complex security system design projects. 
 
Mr. Rock is ARMADA’s Assistant Facility Security Officer (AFSO) and is well versed in DCSA systems which 
include NBIS, DISS, NISS, e-APP, etc.  As the Assistant FSO for ARMADA, Mr. Rock has overseen the 
clearance process for cleared personnel executing classified contracts at the Secret, Top Secret – SCI and 
SAP levels, and is proficient with the NISPOM requirements. Mr. Rock is also knowledgeable with the 
federal NIST SP 800-172 and CMMC requirements. 
 
Mr. Rock also serves as a tactics and firearms instructor and range safety officer. In that role, Mr. Rock 
provides handgun, rifle, and shotgun training which ranges from “basic” to “advance” level courses. 
Mr. Rock has provided training support services to various clients to include members of corporate 
executive protection details, Department of Defense, local, state, and federal law enforcement.  
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Prior to joining ARMADA, Mr. Rock functioned as a Tactical Commander on a Personal Security 
Detail/Counter Assault Team working in Iraq.  Mr. Rock was an integral part of protection details for U.S. 
President Barack Obama, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Ambassadors Ryan Crocker and Christopher 
Hill, and numerous foreign leaders and dignitaries. Mr. Rock’s skills also include investigative and 
intelligence gathering gained through his extensive military and private security work. 
 
Josh enjoys spending time with his family. He is an avid hiker and loves visiting and exploring new places.   
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